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ABSTRACT 
Using techniques of nonstandard analysis Abraham Robinson showed that it is possible to rep- 
resent each Schwartz distribution T as an integral T(4) = sf4, where f is some nonstandard 
smooth function. We show that the theory based on this representation can be developed within a 
constructive setting. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Robinson (1966) demonstrated that Schwartz’ theory of distributions could be 
given a natural formulation using techniques of nonstandard analysis, so that 
distributions become certain nonstandard smooth functions. In particular, 
Dirac’s delta-function may then be taken to be the rational function 
where E is a positive infinitesimal. As is wellknown, classical nonstandard 
analysis is based on strongly nonconstructive assumptions. In this paper we 
present a constructive version of Robinson’s theory using the framework of 
constructive nonstandard analysis developed in Palmgren (1997, 1998), which 
was based on Moerdijk’s (1995) sheaf-theoretic nonstandard models. The main 
*The author gratefully acknowledges support from the Swedish Research Council for Natural 
Sciences (NFR). 
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points of the present paper are the elimination of the standard part map from 
Robinson’s theory and a constructive proof of the representation of distribu- 
tions as nonstandard smooth functions (Theorem 2.6). 
We note that Schmieden and Laugwitz already in 1958 introduced their ver- 
sion of nonstandard analysis to give an interpretation of generalized functions 
which are closer to those of the Mikusinski-Sikorski calculus. There is also an 
interpretation of distributions within a model for synthetic differential geom- 
etry (Moerdijk and Reyes 1991). 
Preliminaries. The entire development is compliant with constructive mathe- 
matics in the sense of Bishop; see Bishop and Bridges (1985) for further back- 
ground. Let R be a nonvoid open subset of [w”. When speaking about compact 
subsets K of 0, it is usually most fruitful to restrict attention to those K that are 
well contained in R (notation: K c L?), which means that for some positive 
r > 0, K, = {x E R” : d&(x, K) < r} C: 0. (Classically, this is no restriction at 
all.) By C(O) we denote the set of continuous real valued functions defined on 
0. C”“( 0) denotes the functions in C( 0) that have continuous derivatives of all 
finite orders. The set of functions in C-(G) with compact support well con- 
tained in 0, i.e. the testfunctions, is denoted D(O); the supremum norm on this 
space is denoted 11 . 11. For f,g E C(Q) we let (f ,g) denote the integral 
J,f (x)g(x)dx, and we let (f *g)(x) denote the convolution Jf (x - y)g(y)dy, 
whenever these objects are well-defined. We use standard multi-index notation. 
For (Y = (al,. . . , an) E N”, write ICY = c11 + . . . + CY, and 
Da4 = dxa, 
m#J 
1 
. . . a-&Q ’ 
The constructive model for nonstandard analysis we use (Moerdijk 1995; 
Palmgren 1997,1998) differs from the customary, classical one (Robinson 1966) 
in a few respects. First of all it uses sheaf (forcing) semantics instead of ordi- 
nary (Tarskian) semantics, which means that some logical constants receive a 
more involved interpretation. However inside the model the logic is in- 
tuitionistic and thus familiar to constructive mathematicians. A second differ- 
ence is that the model does not have a standard part map (see Remark 2.14 for a 
substitute). We assume that L is a first order language including all relations, 
functions and constants of interest to us here (this can be made precise using 
universes of sets, see Palmgren (1998)). For any L-formula @, we define its 
*-transform, *@, to be the formula where all standard sets, functions and rela- 
tions have been replaced by their nonstandard counterparts. Thus for instance 
(3y E ‘M)(Vx E *s)*f (x)* < y 
is the *-transform of (3~ E M)(Vx E S)f (x) < y. We often omit asterisks from 
relations and constants. The notation VStx E *S (Is’x E *S) means universal 
(existential) quantification over the standard elements of *S. We list the main 
principles employed but refer to the cited papers for more background. 
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l (Transfer) For any L-formula @: @ is true iff *@ holds in the nonstandard 
model. 
l (Idealization) The following is true in the nonstandard model for any 
L-formula @ If for any standardf E “(N + S) and any standard n there exists 
z E *T such that *@(x, f(k), z) for k = 0,. . . , n, then there is some z E *T such 
that for all standard y E *S: *@(x, y, z). 
l (Underspill) The following holds in the nonstandard model for any 
L-formula @: If *@(x,n) for all infinite n E *N, then there is some standard n 
with *@(x, FZ), 
2. NONSTANDARD REPRESENTATIONS OF DISTRIBUTIONS 
Definition 2.1. Let 0 2 [w” be a nonvoid open set. A Schwartz distribution, or 
distribution for short, is a linear functional T : D(O) A R satisfying the fol- 
lowing condition. For every compact K c $2, there exists C 2 0 and N E N 
such that for all #J E D(0) with support in K: 
Robinson’s method to find a representation of a distribution T is to show that 
on each finite dimensional subspace of D(0), T is equal to some functional of 
the form (g, .), and then apply idealization to obtain a representation valid on 
the whole space of test functions. We observe here that it will, indeed, be suffi- 
cient to approximate the functional on finite subspaces. We introduce the fol- 
lowing notion. 
Definition 2.2. Let A4 be a linear subspace of C(n). A linear functional 
F : V(f2) + II3 is said to be M-approximable, or approximable by A4, if for each 
E > 0 and each finite sequencefi, . . . , fn E D(O) there exists g E M with 
IF(_Q - (g,J;)I < e (i= l,...,n). 
The functional is strongly M-approximable, if for each finite sequence 
fi,...,f,~2)(~)thereexistsg~MwithF(f;)=(g,f;)fori=l,...,n. 
Recall that two numbers x and y are infinitely close, in symbols x N y, if 
Ix - yl < E for every standard real number E > 0. We have the following easy 
nonstandard characterization. 
Proposition 2.3. Let F : D(O) + R be a linear functional and let A4 be a linear 
subspace of C( 0). Then F is M-approximable lx and only iJ; the following holds in 
the nonstandardmodel: (3g E *AI) (V”‘f E *D(a)) *F(f) 1~ (g,f). 
Proof. Using the transfer principle we can show that F is M-approximable iff 
in the nonstandard model: 
Vs’kVs’f E *(N --+ D(&‘))V% 3g E *M(Vi < n) /*F(h) - (g,J)l < 2-k. 
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By the idealization principle this is equivalent o 
3g E *Mvs’k(~‘~f E *o(n)) I”F(f) - (g,f)l < 2pk, 
i.e. 3g E *A4 (V’“‘f E ‘O(0)) *F(f) pv (g,f). 0 
Corollary 2.4. The set of M-approximable linear functionals D(Q) + R is a lin- 
ear vector space. 
Using a nonconstructive argument Robinson showed that every linear func- 
tional 2)(lR) ---f Iw is strongly approximable by polynomials (Robinson 1966, pp. 
134 - 137). Theorem 2.6 below is a constructive counterpart for distributions on 
any nonvoid open subset of [w”. The core of the proof is a standard argument 
that test functions are dense among the distributions (see, e.g., Friedlander 
(1982)). First, we need a standard lemma about convolution. For each E > 0 
define the ‘bump’ function (be E Z)(W) to be the unique continuous function 
Iw” + [w with support in the closed ball {x E [w” : Ix 5 E} such that 
4&) = ,~~%‘-l~~l~) (1x1 < E). 
This appears to be a definition by cases, but it can avoided by constructing the 
function as a uniform limit of a sequence of uniformly continuous functions. 
Let k&(x) = k(x)/ Jnm MU&. 
Lemma 2.5. Let f E D(W). Then pE *f E D(Rm), and ,& *f + f uniformly as 
& + 0. 
Theorem 2.6. Every distribution on a nonvoid open subset R of R”’ is P(lFY’)- 
approximable. 
Proof. First we prove the theorem for Q = W. For any f E ‘D(R2m) we have by 
the continuity of T, 
(2) T x ( -lRm f(x,y)dy) = s,.. T(x++f(x,y))dy, 
Putting f (x, y) = +(y - x)$(x) for $, 4 E D(lRm), this yields 
=I T(x- NY - x))#Q)dy. 68” 
The last step uses the linearity of T. Define Q(y) = T(x H $(y - x)). It is easy 
to verify that 8$ E Cm@?“), and 13::’ = o,,,,,. Thus the above equation can be 
written T($ * 4) = (8,,, 4). 
Let&,..., & E D(W) and let {x E [w” : 1x1 5 a} be a closed ball containing 
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the supports of these functions. The continuity of T implies that there are N 
and C > 0 such that for all 4 E D(UV) with support in {x E R” : 1x1 < a + 1): 
(3) IT(4)I L “,& Il4% 
We find for every E > 0, using Lemma 2.5, a 6 E (0,l) such that 
I[/36 * @ - &;(,,)[I < &/Crn(N + 1) (j= l,... ,n; loI I N). 
Hence by (3), IT($j) - T(P6 * 4j)I < E for j = 1,. . . , n. But (0,, $j) = 
T(/$ * dj), so this proves that for some g E Cm(RY), 
IT($j) - kl &)I < E (j= 1 ,...,Iz). 
We prove the general case by localization. Let 0 C RM be a nonvoid open set. 
Suppose 41,. . . , c+& E D(Q). Thus there are compact sets Ki c 0, i = 1,. . , n, 
such that the support of 4i is contained in Ki. Then for some compact K c 52 we 
have K 2 Kl U . . . U K,. Let r > 0 be such that K, C L? Construct using reg- 
ularization a function 7 E C,(FF) with support in K,, and which is 1 on K. Let 
TT(~) = T(7$).Th’ IS is a distribution defined on the whole of R”‘. Hence for any 
E > 0, there is by the first part of the proof some g E Cm(Rm) so that 
ITT(dj) - (g, 4j)l < E for j = 1,. . . , II. But TT(#j) = T(T4j) = T(4j), since the 
support of #j is contained in K. This yields the general case. 0 
Definition 2.7. A functionf E * C( 0) is a pre-distribution if (f, 4) is finite for all 
standard 4 E *D(Q). Two pre-distributions f and g are equivalent, in symbols 
f - g, if (,f, 4) N (g, 4), for all standard 4 E *D(n). 
According to Proposition 2.3 every C”(R)-approximable linear functional 
F : D(L?) + R can be represented by a pre-distribution g in *Cm(Q), i.e. 
F(4) = (g,4) f or all standard 4 E *D(Q). Thus by the theorem above any dis- 
tribution on a nonvoid open set is representable by a pre-distribution. 
To any compact set K c Q we can associate a uniformly continuous function 
PK(X) = inf{lx -vi. : y E K}. We have x E K iff PK(X) = 0, and x E -K iff 
PK(X) > 0. Let K(R) = {pi : f2 --+ R / K c L? compact}. This is clearly a set 
since each compact set can be represented by the closure of a sequence of points 
in R. Thus a functionf E C(Q) has compact support well inside R iff there is 
p E K(R) with f(x) = 0 for all x such that p(x) > 0. We say that p supports f. 
(The representation of supports by functions is simply a technical device to 
avoid speaking about sets of subsets in the model.) 
Theorem 2.8. A linearfunctional T : D,(Q) -+ R is a distribution ifSthe follou+ng 
condition holds in the nonstandard model: for each standard p E * K( 0) and each 
4 E *D(0) supported by p: 
(4) (V%) (Vx E “0) D*c$(x) P 0 ===+ *T(4) = 0. 
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Proof. By the transfer principle, T is a distribution iff the following is true in 
the nonstandard model: 
(V’p) (EIStM, N) (V4 E *D(0)) 14 supported by p 
It is clear that (5) implies the condition (4). We now prove (5) from the condi- 
tion using the underspill principle. Let p E *K(R) be fixed and standard. Take 
M,N E *N infinite and let 4 E *27(n) be supported by p. Put L = 
w&gv ll~“41 + E, where E > 0 is arbitrary. Let $ = 4/L. Then Da+(x) N 0 
for any x E “0, and any standard a. Hence by (4) we get *T(Q) 2~ 0. From this 
follows that 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, it can be replaced by 0. Since M, N were arbitrary in- 
finite, the underspill principle yields some standard M,N such that for all 
4 E *27(n) supported by p: 
I*T(4)I 5 M,& ll~“41~ 
This proves (5). q 
The theorem motivates the following definition. 
Definition 2.9. A pre-distribution f E *Cm(n) is a Q-distribution iff for each 
standard p E *K(0) and all $ E *27(n) supported by p: 
(V%!) (Vx E *n) DY$(x) N 0 * (f, 4) 2L 0. 
From this definition it is immediate that Q-distributions are closed under ad- 
dition and multiplication by finite constants. 
Example 2.10. Dirac’s delta-function can be explicitly represented by any of 
the smooth nonstandard functions 
where E is positive infinitesimal. 
Example 2.11. The principal-value distribution T : D(R) + R is defined by 
Also this distribution can be represented explicitly by a nonstandard function. 
Let E > 0 be infinitesimal and construct an odd, smooth function fE = 
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f : *(aB -+ [w) such thatf(x) 2 0 for x > O,f(x) = l/x for x 2 E and Ji f(x)dx = 
1. Then for all standard $ E *D(W): 
* T(4) = (f> 44. 
Proposition 2.12. Iff E *CW(lR) is such that s,” f (x)*dx isfinitefor any standard 
a and b, then f is a Q-distribution. 
Proof. Suppose that 4 E *D(R) has support in [a, b], where a < b are standard. 
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
I(f,&I I (j-;f(x)*dx)“*(/; 4(x)*dx)“*> 
we see that if 4 is standard, the right-hand side is finite, and if 4(x) N 0 for all x, 
then the right-hand side is infinitesimal. This shows that f is Q-distribu- 
tion. Cl 
Proposition 2.13. Let f E *C”(R) be a Q-distribution. Ifg E *C”(W) is stand- 
ard, then f g is a Q-distribution. 
Proof. Let a < b be standard. Suppose 4 E *D([w) has support in [a, b] and that 
4@)(x) N 0 for x E ‘[w and all standard k. Since 
for all standard n, we get (f g, q5) = (f, g@) N 0. Thus f g is a Q-distribution. 0 
Remark 2.14. If a Q-distribution is convergent in the sense explained below, 
then it defines a standard distribution. Recall from (Palmgren 1998) that the 
nonstandard embedding of a standard set S into the model is a sheaf *S, defined 
on a category of filters, so that *S(F) is the reduced power of S modulo the fil- 
ter FT. The associated forcing relation 3 Ik *@(al,. . . , a,) holds for an L-for- 
mula 8 if, and only if, {i : O(c~l(i), . . . , an(i))} belongs to the filter F (Moer- 
dijk’s theorem). We define a nonstandard a E *l!%(F) to be real if (a) F is a 
proper filter, (b) there is a rational d > 0 with F Ik -*d < CE < *d and (c) for 
any pair of rationals p < q: F It- *p < (Y or F IF o < *q. For each such o there 
exists a unique real number a0 such that F IF (Y N *(&). 
Suppose y E *(Cm(R))(F) is such that 3 IF ‘y is a Q-distribution’, and 
(rl*4) E *R(F) is real for each test function 4. Then it can be shown, using an 
underspill argument as in Theorem 2.8, that T(4) = (y, *@)” defines a standard 
distribution. 
Remark 2.15. It is also easy to give a nonstandard characterization of tempered 
distributions. Let S(rW”) be the set of smooth, rapidly decreasing complex- 
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valued functions on R”. Then a linear functional T : S(W) -+ Q: is a tempered 
distribution iff the following holds in the model: 
(V#J E *S(R”))[(Y%, p) (Vx E *R”)x”Dp~(x) N O==+ *T(4) N 01. 
3. SOME BASIC CALCULUS 
An advantage of the nonstandard approach is that distributional derivatives 
and integrals can be expressed by ordinary derivatives and integrals. 
Theorem 3.1. Let f, g E *P(n), where 0 & Rm is open. 
(a) Zf f is a pre-distribution on *V(n), then 8f /axi is a pre-distribution on 
*v(n). 
(b) Zff -g, then df/dxi N @/dxi. 
(c) iff is a Q-distribution on *V(n), then af /dxi is a Q-distribution on *V(n). 
Proof. By partial integration, we get for all f E *Cm(n) and all q5 E *V(Q), 
(6) (~~~) = -(f,Z). 
To prove (a) suppose f is a pre-distribution. Let 4 E *V(n) be standard. Then 
@/axi is also standard, so (f, a+/axi) is finite. By (6) it follows that (af /axi, 4) 
is also finite. 
Part (b) is immediate using (6). 
To show part (c), let p E *K(R) be standard, and suppose that $J E *V(n) is 
supported by p and that for all standard (Y: Da4(x) N 0 (x E *0). Hence 
(af /ax,, q5) = -(f, a4/axi) N 0, since O”(&$/axi)(x) N 0 for all x E R and all 
standard a. 0 
We shall confine the rest of the discussion to the one-dimensional case and 
n = R. 
Theorem 3.2. Zf u E *Co3(R) is apre-distribution and u’ - 0, then u N cfor some 
finite constant c. 
Proof. We have for all standard q+ E *V(R), 
(24, $5’) = -(u’, q5) N 0. 
Let 40 E *V(R) be standard with j’&(s)ds = 1. Consider an arbitrary standard 
q5 E *V(R) and write 
(7) 4(x) = h(x) j dW + (4(x) - 4d-4 j #(SW). 
Denote the second term by G(x). Trivially, J$~(t)dt = 0, so there is by transfer 
some standard 0 E *V(R) with q!~ = 0’. Thus we have 
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The constant c = (u, 40) is finite since u is a pre-distribution. Hence u N c. Cl 
Theorem 3.3. Let f E *C”“(R) be a Q-distribution. Then there is a Q-distribution 
u which solves u’ N f, and if u is another Q-distribution solving the equation, then 
21 N u + c for some$nite constant c. 
Proof. Uniqueness of u follows by Theorem 3.2. We show the existence of u. Let 
$. E *D(R) be standard such that J&(x)dx = 1 and such that the support lies 
in some [-b, b], where b > 0 is standard. Let F(x) = Ji f (s)ds and put 
u = F - (F, $0). Clearly u’ = f and u E *C”(R). We show that u is a pre-dis- 
tribution. Let 4 E *D(R) be standard. Using the decomposition (7) we get 
(u, 4) = (u, 40) j-4(+ + (~3 4. 
But (u, 40) = 0 and 1c, = 8’ for some standard 8 E *D(R). Thus (u, 4) = (u, $) = 
(f, 0) is finite since f is a pre-distribution. 
Finally we show that u is a Q-distribution. Let a > b be standard. Let 
4 E *D(R) have support in [-a, a], and suppose that for all standard natural 
numbers k and all x E “0: 4@)(x) ‘v 0. We have as above (u, 4) = (f, 0) where 
e(x) = 
J 
: (4(t) - (1>4)4o(t))dt. 
Then 0 E *D(R) has support in [-a, a]. Since the integrand is infinitesimal for 
all x, and its support is in [-a, a], it follows that e(x) N 0. Moreover 
e(k+l)(X) = (1, +@)(x) - #k)(~). 
Since (1,4) is infinitesimal and &j(x) is finite, we have that Ock+ ‘j(x) N 0. 0 
Remark 3.4. Bishop and Bridges (1985, p. 398) suggest hat the framework of 
topological vector spaces is not well suited for a constructive development of 
distribution theory. For instance, they point out that the customary seminorm 
topology on D(G) is not complete, constructively. Instead, they propose that 
convergence is defined directly for sequences of test functions and distribu- 
tions. Thus the notion sequential completeness of the space of distributions 
should be reformulated, so that we ask of pointwise convergent sequence of 
distributions T,,, that the sequence in addition satisfies: for every compact K, 
there are constants C, N so that (1) holds uniformly for all T,, and 4 with sup- 
port in K. Notice that this condition is classically superfluous, since it follows 
from the Banach-Steinhaus theorem. 
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